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Besides the measurements of partial transition rates fl.-+ c12 ... Bltv /1/ 121, which 

provided important information on the muon capture by nucleons, a considerable number of measurements of the total 

rate of muon capture in various complex nuclei ( A > 12 ) has been performed in order to check the validity of the 

universal weak interaction theory/3/. However, a critical revision of the theoretical evaluations of Primakoff/4/ on 

heavy nuclei shows that his estimates are not sufficiently reliable, for the purpose of <lrawing conclrisi<ms on the vali

dity of the universal theory/5,6, 7/ Considerably less approximations are made in the calculations of the total muon cap

ture rate in the lightest nuclei ( D,He
3 , He 4 (41, Owing to this, one may expect that theoretical results in the above 

case.s are more reliable than for heavier nuclei. In the case of the D nuclei ( just as for muon capture in hydro -

gen/
8

,
9
/) there are complications due to mesomolecular processes. Thus, data on capture inHe

3
are of great interest. 

The present investigation is aimed to measure the total rat~ of muon capture in He 3 , i.e., the overall rate of the pro· 

cesses: 

(l) 

(2) 

(3) 

In all these reactions one charged particle is emitted and corresponding events look like one-prong stars. Such st~rs 

were observed in the high pressure diffusion chamber with which we previously measured the rate of reaction(l}/2/. 

The description of the apparatus, the experimental procedure and a detailed account of experimental data treatment are 

to be found in these papers. 

In order to separate muon stars from pion ones ( see below) use was made of the range spectra of charged seconda

ries. The solid line in Fig. 1 shows a histogram of secondary particle ranges in the 'muon exposure' ( in which 98-99% 

of stopped particle~ are muons, and 1·2% are pions). This histogram is based on stars with ranges of charged particle defi

nitely stopping in the sensitive layer of the chamber. The histogram includes 424 stars produced by mesons having 

.range~ 20mm (a stopped particle is reliably identified as a meson only if its range is greater than 20 mm) • 

In the spectrum obtained in the 'muon exposure' there is a considerable number of stars, produced by pion impuri -

ties, since each pion stopping, unlike a muon stopping, is accompanied by a star. In order to obtain the pure spectrum 

of charged particles from reactions (1,2,3) by subtraction, we made use of the range spectrum of charged particles emit

ted in pion capture in helium-3. We obtained this previously in a 'pion exposure•/101, ( here 70% of stoppings are due 

to pions, and 30% • to muons ), in which the number of stars due to muons does not exceed 2%. This spectrum is shown 

as dashed in Fig. l. It contains 292 stars with secondary ranges in the interval 0.5·12 mg/cm2 • The normalization of the 

pion spectrum was made by using the yield of the reaction rr- + fl e3 -+ H 3 + y , the peak of which at R= 5.6mg/ cm2 

is clearly seen in the spectra of both the 'muon' and 'pion' exposures. Fig. 2 shows the charged particle spectrum of 

one-prong stars obtained by subtracting the normalized 'pion' spectrum from the 'muon exposure' spectrum. There was 

excluded the 0 • ...0.5 mg/cm 2 region where the contribution of both exposures from the reaction 
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rr-+ lle 3
-+ H 3 +rr 0 

is very large. More reliable data for this range interval can be obtained by 

extrapolating the spectrum from a neighbouring interval. As for large ranges, we confined ourselves to R ~12mg/cm2, 

i.e., to the spectrum.region, where it was possible to obtain reliable data on the star detection efficiency. In plotting 

the spectrum ( Fig. 2) the dependency of the detection efficiency upon the prong length was taken into account. This 

efficiency for each exposure was calculated by the Monte-C~rlo method by making use of the known distribution of 

stops in the chamber volume. One of the calculated curves (for the 'muon' exposure) is shown in Fig. 2. A correction 

was made taking into account 'false' stars, which were imitated by muon stops without visible electrons accompanied 

by scattering near the track end. The magnitude of this correction was largest in the soft spectrum region ( 0.5-1.5 

mg/cm2 ) where it did not exceed, however, 25%. In the muon capture r~nge spectrum the maximum at R i'l! 2mg/cm
2 

corresponding to the reaction fl- + He3 ... H 3 + v can be clearly seen. This spectrum goes practically to 

zero at R"' 6 mg/cm
2 

apparently charged particles emitted in He 3 muon capt'ure have rather a soft spectrum. 

Since about 100 MeV are released in the process of muon capture, charged particles might, in principle, be rather 

energetic. Strictly speaking, in order to obtain the total capture rate, it would appear necessary to measure the range 

spectrum in a very wide region. However, the sharp falling off in the spectrum we observed shows that use can be made 

of a limited range interval ( up to R ::;; 6.5 m·g/cm2 ).Below arguments are given in favour of the assumption that the 

total rate A of muon capture in helium-3 practically does not differ from the value A6 , 5 - the rate 

ofmuon capture in helium-3with emission of charged particles havingranges R ~ 6.5 mg/cm2. 

Indeed, a range of 6.5 mg/cm2 corresponds to protons anddeuterons of"'2 and"' 3 MeV, respectively. This 

is in agreement with the 'maximum' energies of these particles, evaluated un.der the assumption that muon capture oc-

curs, mainly, via the direct process jl-+p-+ n+v , and that the emitted charged particles are 'obser-

vers'. This point of view is confirmed by comparing our spectrum with the spectrum of charged particles obtained recent• 

ly in studying muon capture in helium-4. ( Bizzari et al./ll/). The considerable difference in the maximum energies of 

particles observed in helium -4 and helium-3 agrees qualitatively with what should be expected for particles - 'observ-

ers', when the difference in the binding energies of helium-3 and helium-4 is taken into account. 

Integrating over the interval 0.5-6.5 mg/cm2 gives 287.6 ± 25 events. For the range interval.0-0.5 mg/cm2 a cor-

rection of\).± 5 stars is obtained by linear extrapolation to zero of the event number from the neighbouring interval. 

Thus, in calculating the total muon capture rate in He3 there were taken into account 296.6± 25 stars. If the peak 

fromthereaction · f.L-+ He3 ... H3+v is excluded, the number of stars counted in the interval 0.5-6.5mg/c~ 

is 91.3± 22.3. Using these values, the number of registered muon stops with the initial path length Z 20mm 

( 67 463 ± 1093), and also the known muon lifetime (2.2llC.l0-6 sec), one may obtain A ""A 6 5 exp. • 

and the total rate of the reactions (2,3) w exp = w 6.5 

A exp "" ( 214.::!: 0.18 ) • 10 3 sec -1 , 

wexp ""(0.66-:_0.16).10 3
sec-1• 

In calculating these rates a correction of ( 7.±,1)% was introduced which took into consideration the fraction of 

stars lost in selecting events only with clearly seen prong ends. 

It should be mentioned that experimental data including star6 with charged particles having R > 6.5mg/cm2 do 

not contradict our statement that A ""A6.5 • Indeed, one may evaluate the capture rate taking into 
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consideration also charged particles with ranges > 6.5 mg/cm2. As is seen from Table l. where the values A are 

. . h . f 3 -1 g1ven m t e umts o 10 sec , the figures obtained in this way" are compatible within statistical errors with A6•5 
2 • . 

Note that when > 12mg/cm the errors considerably exceed the statistical errors quoted in the table, since the detection 

efficiency in this region is very small ("' 20%) and consequently is known only roughly. 

Table ·1 

A6.5 A25.0 

2.14 :!:0.20 2.0:!:: 0.2 2.3:!:. 0.3 

An evaluation of A taking into account all the events (including one prong stars with ranges of secondaries non-

stopping in the sensitive layer) also gives figures compatible with A6.5 • However, this estimate involves serious 

uncertainties not only of statistical but also of systematic character (unreliable star indentification). 

The obtained value A exp ( 2.14 ±0.20) 10
3 

sec -
1 

is consistent with Primakoff's/4/ value A theor of the 

total capture rate, based on the universal theory ( Atheor = 2.5~10 3 
sec-l with "'10% uncertainty). 

The rate A is the sum of the value w , and of A -tl>e partial transition rate IL- + He3 ... H3 + v we measu-

red earlie/2/. Thus, the whole new information is contained in the value IV exp • From the calculations of Pri-

makoff and Fuji/ 4,12/ one may obtain the value i\ theor - A theor W theor 

Agreement with Primakoff's calculations was also found in measurements of the total muon capture rate in 

H 4 7[ 4 
Athe 470 sec-1 , uncertainty 10:15%; A' e 

eor exp 

muon capture inHdand He 4yielded three independent values ( W , A 

u 4/111 ae 

which turns out to be l.lXJ.0
3 

seC'
1 

with a 20% uncertainty. 

450 ± 90 sec-l ). Thus, investigations of the 

4 
AH.e-) which turn out to be in agreement 

. with the universal theory predictions. 

In conclusion the authors express their gratitude to Belyaev V.B., Gershtein S .S., and Lapidus L.I. for valuable 

discussions, Kochkin V.I. for help in carrying. out calculati?ns, and to Shvanena E.A., and Tokarskaya A.I., for 

assistance in measurements. 
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Fig.!. !lange spectra of secondaries due to stars induced by mesons stopped in He3. A solid curve is the 

spectrum obtained in 'muon exposure'; A dashed curve is the normalized spectrum obtained in 'pion 

exposure'. 
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Fig. 2. The histogram is the range spectrum of secondaries obtained on subtracting the 'pion' spectrum 

from the 'muon' one. A smooth curve is the dependence of detection efficiency. upon the range of 
secondaries. 


